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I had the opportunity to interview Noel
Lee, the Head Monster, during the recent
2007 Custom Electronic & Design Installation
Association (CEDIA) EXPO on the state of
the consumer electronics industry and the
direction that Monster Cable® is engaged.
Noel addresses the challenges with regard
to HDMI interconnectivity that I think our
readers will find educational.

Gary Reber, Widescreen Review: What
is your assessment of the world of consumer
electronics, especially as it pertains to high-
performance components?

Noel Lee, The Head Monster, Monster
Cable: The consumer gets a lot for his
money these days. In fact, what is now con-
sidered average performance was consid-
ered high-performance only a few years ago.
As prices fall, new high-performance prod-
ucts today achieve next-level performance
for the same price as before. The big
advances in both high-resolution audio and
high-resolution video are just happening as
we speak. It’s a wonderful time in consumer
electronics today where the consumer is the
benefactor of these high-performance
audio/video components. The technology in
1080p and beyond displays, 120 Hz frame
rates, and deeper color gives the consumer
an incredible experience. New advances in
sources, new firmware for high-definition
[optical disc] players, and constant improve-
ments in content of Blu-ray Disc and HD
DVD makes it an exciting time today. It
seems like there is a never-ending quest for
innovation among display and electronic
manufacturers and content providers.

WSR Reber: So what about the advance-
ments in high-performance cables?

Lee: The performance of cables has
gone up dramatically in the past ten years.
With the advent of component video, the
consumer has high-definition that goes way
beyond that of the VCR and even standard
DVD. Today with constant improvements in
HDMI that go along with the improvements in
1080p displays, the performance of the
cable is more important than ever before.
With HDMI, we have transcended to an all-
digital signal in both audio and video, the
first time that this has ever happened in the

same cable. This puts high-performance
cables on a whole new playing field. As digi-
tal signals travel through copper wire, we
experience a whole new level of perform-
ance issues that challenge us in building
better and better products. Today’s HDMI
cables need to be built to exacting stan-
dards to extract every ounce of performance
that the display and the source components
are capable of.

WSR Reber: What other high-perform-
ance components are available to the con-
sumer today?

Lee: The latest generation of A/V
receivers that are just hitting the market are
the highest performance that we have ever
seen. The advanced processing, switching,
and consolidation of so much technology in
one box is just amazing in the latest genera-
tion of A/V receivers. But it’s not just about
the display and the source component, the
cable, and the A/V receiver; it is also about
the content. Many people don’t know that if
you have the best of all of those compo-
nents, that you still need specialized content.
Of course, to take advantage of your 1080p
display, you need 1080p content. To take
advantage of the new advances of Deep
Color that the latest displays are capable of,

you need to have content that is also encod-
ed to output Deep Color. Consequently, all of
this puts tremendous pressure on cable per-
formance. We have yet to see all of these
capabilities. In the next year, I imagine that
we will take picture and sound quality to a
whole new dimension. Of course, the cables
need to be capable of delivering all of this
performance, and that’s what drives us.

WSR Reber: It is interesting to observe
the advances in high-performance video and
multichannel audio, yet, while picture quality
is being embraced by end users, high-per-
formance, high-resolution audio is struggling
and is overall in decline. Why is this happening?

Lee: It used to be an all-audio world, and
video was a small 13-inch TV sitting in the
corner not tied to audio at all. Gary, you remem-
ber that in the early days of two-channel audio,
we would be able to transform you to another
place with the goal to reproduce the “original
performance.” For years we strived to achieve
that pinnacle in audio reproduction. But video
is much more dramatic to the average consumer,
and is constantly active. Walking into a store,
you see video, but unless the loudspeakers
are playing you will not be hearing the audio.
It’s incredibly impactful to see this bright big
picture coming at you and forget the audio
that is needed to go along with that video.
Audio needs to be demonstrated along with
video, but with the pressures of retail these
days, and the lack of space on the sales floor
to be able to properly demonstrate audio
with video, and the lack of qualified sales
people makes demonstration all but impossi-
ble today. It’s a shame, Gary, because as
you and your readers know, it’s incredibly
impactful for high-performance audio to not
only play movies but to play our recordings
in a way that we’ve never been able to expe-
rience them before. But if consumers cannot
hear this, we cannot expect them to buy it.
It’s all in the “art of the demo.” I think we
need to do something about that decline.

WSR Reber: What direction and meas-
ures do you think need to be embraced to
put some steam behind high-performance,
high-resolution audio?

Lee: Through education and magazines
such as yours—to teach that the audio is at
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least as important as the video. In fact, one
could turn off the video and still get
immersed into the musical performance with-
out the aid of the picture. We’ve been doing
that for years. You could even get involved in
the action and dialogue. Remember, we
used to have radio before we had pictures.
So sound is all-important and today sound is
better than ever, as it comes in high-resolu-
tion and in 5.1 and 7.1 channels with tremen-
dous impact; a far cry from yesterday’s table
radio. The picture should be an adjunct to
the audio, not the other way around.
Consumers, your readers, need to put pres-
sure on the retailers to say that they want a
high-performance audio demonstration; that
they would like to hear loudspeakers that
give all the dynamic range that you hear in a
movie theatre or in a live concert. A music
performance takes you to the live perform-
ance without having to drive in your car and
get your shoes and clothing all dirty, tram-
pling through grass and mud. Just sit down
in your living room, put on your favorite high-
definition music DVD, and get transformed
by all that phenomenal video along with
incredible audio. Music should be part of
every demonstration and it’s not. In fact,
movies don’t have a lot going on in the sur-
round channels for a lot of the time when
there is just dialogue. Whereas music is a
constant compelling demonstration of con-
stant surround if it’s done right.

WSR Reber: Ever since the introduction
of HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia
Interface), and the subsequent five versions
of the standard, it has been an ordeal for
end-user enthusiasts and custom installers
and retailers to determine the best HDMI
cables to use for a system or project. Few
know exactly what they are buying or selling.
For those who want to know, it can be a real
challenge to find out. Why is that?

Lee: HDMI has undergone many transfor-
mations and is really an incredible connec-
tion standard paving the way for future per-
formance. Yet the Internet and consumers
abound in a belief that all HDMI cables are
the same. Well, nothing could be further from
the truth. The amount of data that it takes to
reproduce a standard DVD with HDMI or
upscaling DVD player from 480p on HDMI to
a true 1080p player is significantly more
data. About six times more data, to be exact,
and that’s at a 60 Hz source component. We
are going to see faster source components
in the future, which will increase the data
rates, and we’ll see more than 8-bit color
from a lot of our sources and content, which
will push the envelope even further. So what
we know as HDMI today is really a shadow
of what it’s going to be in the future. But con-
sumers don’t know that when they see an
HDMI cable it could have been designed in

2003 when the standard
first came out, or it could be

one of our latest generation of cables,
which is significantly higher performance
than those that were invented five years ago.

WSR Reber: So what have you done to
educate consumers to this situation?

Lee: We have just introduced to the con-
sumer our speed-rated cables, where we
actually publish a gigabit-per-second capac-
ity of the cable based on certain lengths.
This will give consumers a rating by which
they know exactly what they’re paying for
and, more importantly, an installer to know
exactly what they’re installing. Other compa-
nies are doing the same thing, as HDMI
cable performance is all over the map. The
gigabit ratings tie directly to the current and
future performance of components. But it
always pays to buy the very highest technol-
ogy cable possible since one will always be
upgrading components, and you don’t have
to think that the cables would be inadequate
to carry the signals of your source to your
displays. Advanced displays are here, so it
really pays just to buy the best cable possible.

WSR Reber: Well how will the end user
know?

Lee: You really won’t unless you look at
Monster’s speed rating and discover what
rate that it’s specified at, which is several
times above the current HDMI 1.3 Category
2 standard. I know that another company,
DPL, is ranking cables by performance as
well.

WSR Reber: Explain what HDMI 1.3
Category 2 is.

Lee: This is the most advanced HDMI
cable standard today. Great for today, but it
may not be good enough for tomorrow and it
may not be good enough over long lengths.
So that’s why we are determined to create
even higher-performance cables that go
above this standard, to offer our customers
the very best in HDMI cable technology. You
will begin to see these cables from Monster
this year.

WSR Reber: At a conceptual level, end
users, custom installers, and retailers figure if
the cables are certified for HDMI Version 1.3
Category 2 and deliver a 1080p resolution at
a specified length, they are assured that
everything will work perfectly. But is that
always the case and if not, why not?

Lee: Well, there are things that go above
just the resolution and data capacity. For
example, the HDCP handshake has not
always been consistent between many of the
different components, especially with earlier
versions of HDMI inside of those compo-
nents. It is true that a higher level HDMI
component, say a source, will work with a
lower version of HDMI, for example, a dis-
play that will work with a DVD player with a
previous version of HDMI. But it won’t work
the other way around. So feeding a high-res-
olution HDMI source of 1.3 Category 2 may
not work properly going into an HDMI 1.0
A/V receiver or TV. It is very confusing during
this transition of technologies as the chips
get better and better and are able to pro-
duce higher and higher quality. That’s kind of
the penalty that we pay for progress. There’s
also CEC (Consumer Electronics Control).
Many people are confused about CEC as a
control standard running between compo-
nents and whether the cable is capable of it
or not. It’s a great concept, and we believe
that many of the component manufacturers
will adopt it in the future. But currently it’s
anyone’s guess if your HDMI cable provides
for an adequate CEC signal, especially over
long lengths.

WSR Reber: What is your take on com-
ponent analog and HDMI distribution formats
in terms of performance and trade-offs?

Lee: I feel that component video has
served us extremely well, and it does not
have the problems of HDMI over long
lengths. However, it is a limited format, great
for 1080i, but not universal for 1080p. It is
also rumored that component analog will be
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downrezzed to 480p and that 1080p will not
be available over component video, at least
not by everybody. It does not carry HDCP
copy protection, which is its real limiting fac-
tor. And it is not a complete digital-to-digital,
end-to-end solution. So like it or not, a digital
connection is the future, and we need to
make a transition to it. However, in this transi-
tion period, it’s understandable that installers
will run both component video with analog
audio cables in addition to HDMI, especially
over long lengths.

WSR Reber: So what is a long length?
Lee: HDMI is good for 25 to 50 feet,

depending on cable performance at its high-
est ratings. Although our cables will work up
to 100 feet, above that will require some
electrical assistance, which we will be pro-
viding for runs up to 200 feet at 1080p reso-
lution. It’s absolutely incredible to be able to
achieve this amount of data over such a long
length.

WSR Reber: So why do HDMI cables
degrade and are more sensitive than analog
audio cables to degradation? After all, isn’t it
just a digital signal, and it either gets there or
it doesn’t?

Lee: True, it is a digital signal. But it is a
lot of digital signal. And if you can imagine
that this digital signal goes down an analog
wire and is subject to all of the electrical per-
formance parameters of copper wire—for
example, resistance, inductance, and
capacitance, we know start to round off the
corners of square waves and limit total band-
width performance, and over long lengths
the signal will attenuate. The digital signal
that goes through HDMI is no different. It is
dramatically affected by resistance and
attenuation due to length. Inductance and
capacitance of the cable really slows the
performance downward plus there are other
additional considerations, such as the inter-
pair and intra-pair skew lengths. The timing
differences of the three pairs of cables and
“jitter” of the signals as they travel through
the cable increase as length increases. The
arrival time of the three separate pairs of
HDMI signal conductors are in the nanosec-
onds. Physically it has to be terminated with-
in 1/20,000’s of a second in order to be a
high-precision cable. That’s why in many cases
you cannot look at an HDMI cable and tell if
it’s high-performance or not. You also need
to look at things like environmental testing
and interference, or resistance due to corro-
sion. As the signal travels down the cable, it
experiences more and more of this jitter dis-
tortion. The receiving component, on the
other hand, needs to see all of this signal in
the same condition that it was sent, other-
wise, it cannot interpret all of the data after
it’s been distorted inside the cable.
Consequently, you’ll lose performance and
the digital signal will be lost or thrown away.

WSR Reber: When dealing with long
cables, the experience for many has been
that HDMI signals might not make it to the
other end on their own without peripheral
devices to “boost” or “restore” signals or
transcode the HDMI signal for distribution
across CAT-5e/CAT-6 or fiber, or are not per-
forming to full spec on their own. Why is
that?

Lee: I think you can put that question
right before my previous answer. I’m talking
about the resistance, inductance, and
capacitance of the cable. We also can talk
about crosstalk between the three different
cable pairs that are within the HDMI cable.
Plus even the length of cable between each
of the pairs is extremely critical. So make no
doubt about it, the HDMI cable is a very sen-
sitive part of one’s home theatre system. It’s
probably one of the most sensitive in terms
of how it’s being handled or mishandled by
installers and how it was terminated, which
was critical to the overall performance. I
should also note that connector quality,
because it is very tight precision, needs to
be right on. Any deviation in the spacing
between the internal wires in the connection
and the construction of the connector parts
themselves will distort the signal. Many of
the lesser connectors that we’ve seen will
take a reasonably good cable and have it fail
when it comes to the end of the connection.

WSR Reber: How can end users, custom
installers, and retailers be assured they are
getting the most bang for their HDMI bucks?

Lee: Right now there is no way to tell. In
fact, we’ve found HDMI cable performance
all over the map. We’ve tested cables from
every manufacturer. As far as cost goes, get
and install the best HDMI cable technology
you can find. Don’t skimp here. The differ-
ence [in price] between the least expensive
and most expensive cable is relatively minor
compared to the cost of the display. My rec-
ommendation is for consumers to buy the
best possible cable from the best possible
manufacturer so that they’re assured of get-
ting the quality of performance.

WSR Reber: What is entailed in your
“Need For Speed” education program?

Lee: Well we just launched this, Gary,
and it’s been extremely successful. The
whole industry is thanking us for educating
consumers on the “need for speed.” In fact,
what we do is we take an analyzer with an
eye-pattern test and generate signals way
above the HDMI standard over various
lengths so one can see what the perform-
ance of the cable is and then be able to
judge whether it’s the right cable for them.
Now we don’t publish any speeds other than
our own but we have all of that data for our
records. Of course, we feel with all of this
very expensive test gear that we can engi-
neer or make the highest performance

cables for a given price point. So today, you
have from us, Standard Speed, which is real-
ly the original HDMI; High Speed, which is
the HDMI 1.3 Category 2; and then going
above that we have Advanced High Speed;
Ultra High Speed; and eventually Ultimate
High Speed. These are extreme cable tech-
nologies that significantly advance the per-
formance of standard HDMI. How do you
tell? You can look at the speed rating that we
have for each of the cables. The speed rat-
ings are very conservative and represent
worst-case unequalized. Any speed rating
should be unequalized so you are looking at
only the performance of the cable.

WSR Reber: Well, how do you know what
speed it is?

Lee: Look for our next generation of
cable products. You’ll see the speed clearly
labeled, right on the package. We think all of
your readers will enjoy the fact that these
cables are easily distinguished from one
another so that they are “easier to shop so
consumers know what they are getting.”

WSR Reber: Would you like to conclude
with a summary statement?

Lee: I would like to thank you for your
years of dedication in educating consumers
through Widescreen Review. There’s no one
that I know that is more passionate about
what you do, and for the love of what you do,
than yourself. It’s a tribute to where the
industry is today through much of your edu-
cation. I would ask that your readers support
your efforts with dollars that support the
products that your advertisers promote. At
the end of the day, this industry needs to
survive and prosper. You can’t do it all your-
self, you need your readers and advertisers
to help and support you. That’s what makes
the world go round. You can feel confident
that Widescreen Review is a major influence
on the buying public, and that I and your
fans appreciate you. I ask that all of the man-
ufacturers join me in supporting your efforts
as a home theatre crusader of the highest
caliber. Good luck to you, Gary. Thank you
for the opportunity to express some of my
views during this interview. WSR
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